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Transport properties are among the defining characteristics of many important phases in con-
densed matter physics. In the presence of strong correlations they are difficult to predict even for
model systems like the Hubbard model. In real materials they are in general obscured by addi-
tional complications including impurities, lattice defects or multi-band effects. Ultracold atoms in
contrast offer the possibility to study transport and out-of-equilibrium phenomena in a clean and
well-controlled environment and can therefore act as a quantum simulator for condensed matter
systems. Here we studied the expansion of an initially confined fermionic quantum gas in the lowest
band of a homogeneous optical lattice. While we observe ballistic transport for non-interacting
atoms, even small interactions render the expansion almost bimodal with a dramatically reduced
expansion velocity. The dynamics is independent of the sign of the interaction, revealing a novel,
dynamic symmetry of the Hubbard model.

In solid state physics, transport properties are among
the key observables, the most prominent example being
the electrical conductivity, which e.g. allows to distin-
guish normal conductors from insulators or supercon-
ductors. Furthermore, many of today’s most intrigu-
ing solid state phenomena manifest themselves in trans-
port properties, examples including high-temperature su-
perconductivity, giant magnetoresistance, quantum hall
physics, topological insulators and disorder phenomena.
Especially in strongly correlated systems, where the in-
teractions between the conductance electrons are impor-
tant, transport properties are difficult to calculate be-
yond the linear response regime. In general, predicting
out-of-equilibrium fermionic dynamics represents an even
harder problem than the prediction of static properties
like the nature of the ground state. In real solids further
complications arise due to the effects of e.g. impurities,
lattice defects and phonons. These complications render
an experimental investigation in a clean and well con-
trolled ultracold atom system highly desirable. While
the last years have seen dramatic progress in the control
of quantum gases in optical lattices [1–3], a thorough
understanding of the dynamics in these systems is still
lacking. Genuine dynamical experiments can not only
uncover new dynamic phenomena but are also essential
to gain insight into the timescales needed to achieve equi-
librium in the lattice [4, 5] or to adiabatically load into
the lattice [6, 7].

Using both bosonic and fermionic [8–10] atoms, it has
become possible to simulate models of strongly interact-
ing quantum particles, for which the Hubbard model [11]
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FIG. 1. Expansion of fermionic atoms after a quench
of the trapping potential. First a dephased band-insulator
is created in the combination of an optical lattice and a
strong harmonic trap. Subsequently the harmonic confine-
ment is switched off and the cloud expands in a homogeneous
Hubbard model. The observed in-situ density distributions
demonstrate the strong effects of interactions on the evolu-
tion.

is probably the most important example. A major ad-
vantage of these systems compared to real solids is the
possibility to change all relevant parameters in real-time
by e.g. varying laser intensities or magnetic fields. While
first studies of dynamical properties of both bosonic and
fermionic quantum gases [12–14] have already been per-
formed, a remaining key challenge, however, has been the
presence of additional potentials: These will lead to con-
fining forces or, in the absence of interactions, to Bloch
oscillations [15–19] that dominate transport.

In this work, it was possible to study out-of-
equilibrium dynamics and transport in a homogeneous
Hubbard model by allowing an initially confined atomic
cloud with variable interactions to expand freely within a
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homogeneous optical lattice (Fig. 1) without further po-
tentials. Monitoring the in-situ density distribution dur-
ing the expansion led to several surprising observations:
Already small interactions cause a drastic reduction of
mass transport within the expanding atomic cloud and
change its shape. For strong interactions the core of the
atomic cloud does not expand, but shrinks. And, sur-
prisingly, we find that only the magnitude but not the
sign of the interaction matters: the observed dynamics is
identical for repulsive and attractive interactions despite
a large difference in total energy.

The experiment starts with the preparation of a band-
insulating state of fermionic potassium in a combination
of a blue-detuned three-dimensional optical lattice and
a red-detuned dipole trap (see methods). The applied
lattice loading procedure results in a cloud of atoms that
are localized to single lattice sites, where the interaction
between the two used hyperfine states can be controlled
using a Feshbach resonance without affecting the density
distribution (see Supplementary Information (SI A) for
details). Subsequently, the expansion is initiated by sud-
denly eliminating all confining potentials in the horizon-
tal direction (see Fig. 1). The resulting mass transport is
not driven by an external potential but by density gradi-
ents. The applied preparation scheme guarantees that all
interaction effects arise only during the expansion since
the initial state is independent of the chosen interaction.

I. NON-INTERACTING CASE

For non-interacting atoms, we observe that the sym-
metry of the cloud changes during the expansion from the
rotational symmetry of the initial density distribution to
a square symmetry that is governed by the symmetry of
the lattice (Fig. 2).

In the absence of collisions and additional potentials
the Hubbard Hamiltonian consists only of the hopping

term HJ = −J
∑
〈i,j〉 ĉ

†
i ĉj , which describes the tunneling

of a particle from one lattice site to a neighboring site

with a rate J/~ (ĉ†i (ĉi) denotes the fermionic creation
(destruction) operator). This hamiltonian gives rise to a
ballistic expansion where each initially localized particle
expands independently with a constant quasi-momentum
distribution. Since a localized single-particle state (a
Wannier function) is an equal superposition of all Bloch
waves within the first Brillouin zone, the velocity dis-
tribution inherits the square symmetry of the Brillouin
zone. This leads to the observed change in symmetry,
as the density distribution after an evolution time t is
given by the convolution of the initial density distribution
(spherical) with the velocity distribution (square) of the
individual atoms (classically: r(t) = r(0) + vt; v: pos-
sible velocity of an individual atom, r: corresponding po-
sition). In the experiment, the width of a single particle
wavefunction (Fig. 2: dark blue dots), which is extracted
from the images by deconvolving the observed could size
with the initial cloud size, grows linearly with expansion
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FIG. 2. Expansion of Non-interacting fermions. a-j, In-
situ absorption images (column density a.u.) of an expanding
non-interacting cloud in a horizontally homogeneous square
lattice with lattice depth 8Er (1 ms ≈ 1.8~/J). The expan-
sion changes the symmetry of the cloud from the rotational
symmetry of the harmonic trap to the square symmetry of the
lattice Brillouin zone. k, Fitted cloud size R(t) (light) and

deconvolved single particle width Rs(t) =
√
R(t)2 −R(0)2

(dark) extracted from phase-contrast images. Solid lines de-
note the quantum mechanical prediction and the dashed lines
a corresponding classical random walk.

time, thereby confirming the ballistic expansion. The
extracted mean expansion velocity vexp =

√
〈v2〉 agrees

very well with the quantum-mechanical prediction (solid

line) vexp =
√

2d J~alat (d: dimension, alat: lattice con-
stant), i.e. the averaged group velocity of the Bloch waves
(see SI G). This expansion can be seen as a continuous
quantum walk [20–24]. For comparison, classical (ther-
mal) hopping of a particle (e.g. of a thermalized atom
on the surface of a crystal) would result in a random
walk, where the width of the resulting density distribu-
tion would scale as the square root of the expansion time
(dashed lines). For very long expansion times, residual
corrugations in the potential become relevant and can
distort the square symmetry (see SI G).

II. INTERACTING CASE

The ballistic expansion observed for non-interacting
atoms is in stark contrast to the interacting case, where a
qualitatively different dynamics is observed: Fig. 3 shows
in-situ absorption images taken after 25 ms of expansion
in an 8Er deep lattice.

The observed dynamics gradually changes from a
purely ballistic expansion in the non-interacting case
into an almost bimodal expansion for interacting atoms:
Upon increasing |U |, larger and larger parts of the cloud
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remain spherical (clearly seen in Fig. 1) and only a small
fraction of atoms in the tails of the cloud displays a
square distribution. Here U denotes the strength of
the on-site interaction between different spin components
(HI = U

∑
i n̂i,↓n̂i,↑). The spherical shape is a conse-

quence of frequent collisions between the atoms in the
center of the cloud, which, for the range of interactions
considered here, drive the system to be close to local ther-
mal equilibrium [25, 26]: Within the rather large clouds
used in the experiment, gradients are small and the dy-
namics in the center can be described by coupled non-
linear diffusion equations [27] for density n(r, t) and local
energy e(r, t)

∂tn = ∇D(n)∇n (1)

where n = (n, e) and D(n) is a 2 × 2 matrix of diffu-
sion constants. Note that in the optical lattice frequent
Umklapp scattering prohibits convective terms in the hy-
drodynamic equation (eq.1). Because the diffusion equa-
tion is rotationally invariant, a diffusive dynamics can
directly account for the observed spherical shape of the
high density core.

For a theoretical description it is essential to real-
ize that the diffusion equation (eq.1) is highly singu-
lar. Since the diffusion constant is proportional to the
scattering time, it diverges with 1/n for small densities,
D(n) ∼ 1/n, as the probability to scatter from other
atoms is linear in n for small densities. Such highly singu-
lar “superfast” diffusion equations have been extensively
studied in the mathematical literature [28]. Remarkably,
they predict a completely unphysical behavior in large
dimensions (d ≥ 2): The particle number is not con-
served as particles vanish at infinity with a constant rate
(for d = 2). Due to this breakdown of the hydrodynamic
approach, the expansion is not governed by the diffusion
equation but instead by the physics in the tails of the
cloud where no local equilibrium can be reached. In this
regime, the densities are low and atoms scatter so rarely
that their motion again becomes ballistic. Therefore the
tails of the cloud show the square symmetry character-
istic for freely expanding particles (Fig. 3). This initial
fraction of ballistically expanding atoms decreases for in-
creasing interaction strengths. During the expansion the
density gets reduced and, in the limit of infinite expan-
sion times, all atoms are expected to become ballistic.
This crossover into ballistic behavior for small densities
leads to a breakdown of the diffusive behavior and regu-
larizes the otherwise singular diffusion equation.

To describe both the diffusive and the ballistic regime,
we use numerical simulations based on the semiclassical
Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approxima-
tion:

∂tfq + vq∇rfq + F(r)∇qfq = − 1

τ(n)

(
fq − f0q(n)

)
(2)

This equation describes the evolution of a semi-classical
momentum distribution fq(r, t) as a function of position
and time in the presence of a force F. Here the transport

 |U2D/J|=0  |U2D/J|=1.2  |U2D/J|=2.2  |U2D/J|=4.2

simulationb
diffusive coreballistic background
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 U/J=−12  U/J=−9  U/J=−6  U/J=−3

 U/J=−1.7  U/J=−1  U/J=0  U/J=0.5

 U/J=1.3

experimenta

repulsive interaction
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FIG. 3. Expansion of interacting fermions. a, In-situ
absorption images for different interactions after 25 ms ex-
pansion in a horizontally homogeneous lattice. The images
show a symmetric crossover from a ballistic expansion for non-
interacting clouds to an interaction dominated expansion for
both attractive and repulsive interactions. Images are aver-
aged over at least five shots and all scales are identical to Fig.
2. b, Simulated density distributions using a 2D Boltzmann
equation.

scattering time 1/τ(n), which describes the relaxation
towards an equilibrium Fermi distribution f0q for given
energy and particle densities is determined from a mi-
croscopic calculation of the diffusion constant for small
interactions (see SI B for details). The Boltzmann equa-
tion describes qualitatively and semi-quantitatively the
observed cloud shapes, see Fig. 3b.

The core width Rc(t), which measures the size of only
the high density core, is extracted from phase-contrast
images by determining the half width at half maximum
(HWHM) of the density distribution (see SI E). By fit-

ting the evolving core width to Rc(t) =
√
R2
c,0 + v2c t

2, we

extract the core expansion velocities vc, which are shown
in Fig. 4. Surprisingly, they decrease dramatically al-
ready for interactions much smaller than the bandwidth
8J , which highlights the strong impact of moderate inter-
actions on mass transport in these systems. We observe
the same behavior irrespective of the sign of the interac-
tions.

For interactions larger than |U/J | & 3, the dynamics
of the high density core changes qualitatively: The core
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FIG. 4. Core expansion velocities. a, Measured core ex-
pansion velocities versus interaction for various lattice depths
in a 2D situation (vertical lattice depth 20Er). The red line
denotes the result of a numerical calculation (see text). The
insets i-v show the numerically calculated quasi-momentum
distribution after 40 ms of expansion for U/J = −8,−2, 0, 2, 8.
b-c, 1D energy dispersion (red line) and group velocity (green
line) together with schematic sketches of the relative occupa-
tions (yellow: initial state and U = 0, red: U > 0, blue:
U < 0): While the quasi-momentum distribution is differ-
ent for U and −U , the resulting group velocity distribution
(shaded) is identical.

starts shrinking instead of expanding and the core ex-
pansion velocities vc become negative. In this regime,
the expansion of the diffusive core is strongly suppressed
and the essentially frozen core dissolves by emitting bal-
listic particles and therefore shrinks in size, similarly to a
melting ball of ice. This feature is also recovered by our
simulations based on the Boltzmann equation (red line in
Fig. 4). The slight asymmetry at large interactions can
be attributed to interaction dependent losses caused by
light-assisted collisions during the preparation sequence.

This pronounced dependence of the dynamics on small
interactions enabled us to measure the zero crossing of
the scattering length (B(a = 0) = 209.1 ± 0.2 G), which
corresponds to a width of the Feshbach resonance of
w = 7.0 ± 0.2 G, see SI H. In contrast to the high in-
teraction limit, where the exponentially long lifetime [5]
of excess doublons leads to two independent dynamics of
doublons and single atoms, we observe thermal equilib-
rium between doublons and unpaired atoms, as shown in
detail in the Supplementary Information (SI I).

We have shown that the observed transport proper-
ties can be qualitatively predicted by the semiclassical

Boltzmann equation (eq.2). However, the full quantum
dynamics is certainly more complex and includes e.g. the
formation of entanglement between distant atoms [29]
as well as the existence of bound or repulsively bound
states. While the expansion can be modeled in 1D [32]
using DMRG methods [31], so far no methods are avail-
able to calculate the dynamics quantum-mechanically in
higher dimensions. The separation between ballistically
expanding atoms carrying high entropy and the high den-
sity core in the center could be used to locally cool the
atoms via quantum distillation processes [30].

Surprisingly, we observe identical density profiles and
expansion rates for repulsive and attractive interactions
of the same strength (see Fig. 3, 4). While scattering
cross sections are proportional to U2 for small U , the in-
teraction energy and density gradients give rise to forces
linear in U : Repulsive interactions create a positive pres-
sure, which in free space would lead to an increased ex-
pansion rate, while an attractive interaction is expected
to slow down the expansion, in contrast to the observed
behavior in the lattice.

The identical evolution of the density for positive and
negative U is the consequence of an exact dynamical sym-
metry of the Hubbard model, which relies on two facts:
First, if both the initial state and the observable are in-
variant under time reversal symmetry, the dynamics of
the observable is necessarily unchanged by the transfor-
mation H → −H. Second, as E(q) = −2J

∑
i cos(qid)

is the kinetic energy of the Hubbard model, the sign of
the hopping J can be changed, J → −J , by shifting all
momenta q → q + (π, π, π)/d. If now both the initial
state and the observable are invariant under both time
reversal and the above shift of momenta, one necessar-
ily obtains the same evolution for U and −U . This is
the case in our experiment, initially all particles are lo-
calized and all momenta are therefore equally occupied
while the density operator is time and momentum inde-
pendent. A formal proof of this argument is given in the
Supplementary Information (SI D).

During the expansion, when the density of atoms is
reduced, interaction energy is converted into kinetic en-
ergy. Initially the kinetic energy of the localized parti-
cles is zero. For U < 0, the total energy is therefore
negative and low momentum states become more pop-
ulated during the expansion. For U > 0, in contrast,
the total energy is positive, implying an enhanced occu-
pation of higher momentum states. More precisely, the
two momentum distributions for U and −U are shifted
by (π, π, π)/d, as can be seen in the insets i-v in Fig. 4.
In free space, where E(q) ∼ q2, larger momenta imply
larger group velocities v(q) = (1/~) dE/dq ∼ q and the
cloud expands faster for repulsive interactions. For the
Hubbard model, in contrast, the group velocities for q
and (π, π, π)/d − q are the same, vi ∼ sin qid, leading
to the same expansion of the cloud for U and −U , see
Fig. 4b and c.

Since large parts of the cloud are expected to be in local
equilibrium in the interacting case, one can define local
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temperatures: For U < 0 the system cools down while
expanding and positive local temperatures 0 < T (r) <∞
are obtained. For U > 0, in contrast, the exact dynamical
symmetry implies that the local temperatures have to be
negative as exp[−H/kBT ] = exp[−(−H)/(−kBT )]. This
has also been confirmed by our numerical calculations
(see Fig. 7 in SI ). Negative temperatures describe equi-
librated systems with population inversion and are well
defined for systems like the Hubbard model where the en-
ergy has an upper bound [35]. They have been observed
in spin systems [33] and localized ultracold atoms [34].
Assuming local thermalization, the observed U ↔ −U
symmetry directly implies negative temperatures for re-
pulsive interactions at long expansion times.

III. CONCLUSION

Ultracold fermions in optical lattices offer many unique
possibilities to study non-equilibrium dynamics as they
allow for a full real-time control of almost all rele-
vant parameters, including quantum quenches, where the
Hamiltonian of the system is changed instantaneously.
We studied the expansion of a cloud of initially local-
ized atoms in a homogeneous Hubbard model follow-
ing a quench of the trapping potential and observed
the crossover from a ballistic expansion at small den-
sities or vanishing interactions to a bimodal expansion
in the interacting case. We observed identical behavior
for both attractive and repulsive interactions, highlight-
ing the high symmetry of the kinetic energy in the Hub-
bard model. The surprisingly large observed timescales of
mass transport set lower limits on the timescales needed
both to adiabatically load the atoms into the lattice
and to cool the system in the lattice [36] and are there-
fore of paramount importance for all attempts to create
complex, strongly correlated many-body states like Néel-
ordered states in these systems.

The method of directly measuring the expansion dy-
namics can be used to detect complex quantum states
including Mott-insulating states [10] or to possibly distin-
guish pseudogap [8] from superfluid states in the attrac-
tive Hubbard model. In addition, the effects of various
disorder potentials on the two-dimensional dynamics can
be studied. The extension to a Bose-Fermi mixture could
enable studies on ohmic transport, where the bosons as-
sume the role of the phonons.

IV. METHODS

The Supplementary Information SI contains a detailed
description of the experimental sequence (A), the deriva-
tion of the parameters of the Boltzmann equation includ-
ing the transport scattering rates (B), simulated temper-
ature distributions during the expansion (C), a formal
proof of the observed dynamical symmetry (D), and fur-
ther experimental details regarding image processing (E),

expansion velocities of non-interacting atoms (F), cancel-
ing the harmonic confinement (G), the width of the Fesh-
bach resonance (H) and the observed doublon dissolution
time (I).
a. Experimental sequence We use a balanced spin

mixture of the two lowest hyperfine states |F ,mF 〉 =
|9/2,−9/2〉 and |9/2,−7/2〉 of fermionic potassium 40K
with N = 2−3 × 105 atoms at an initial temperature
of T/TF = 0.13(2). Starting in an harmonic trap, the
atoms are loaded into a combination of a blue-detuned
three-dimensional optical lattice with lattice constant
alat = λ/2 = 369 nm and a red-detuned dipole trap, using
a sequence similar to the one applied in [10]. Once in the
lattice, tunneling is strongly reduced by increasing the
lattice depth to 20Er (recoil energy Er = h2/(2mλ2))
and the interactions can be controlled via a Feshbach res-
onance without affecting the density distribution (see SI
A). In order to initiate the expansion, the lattice depth is
is lowered again and the harmonic confinement (see Fig.
1a) along the horizontal directions is eliminated by re-
ducing the strength of the dipole trap by more than 90%,
such that along the horizontal directions the remaining
dipole potential precisely compensates the anticonfine-
ment produced by the lattice beams (see SI G).

While any vertical motion is expected to be strongly
suppressed by gravity-induced Bloch oscillations (oscilla-
tion amplitude 2J/(mg) < 2 d), the atoms are exposed
to a homogeneous Hubbard model without additional po-
tentials in the horizontal directions. The evolution of the
density distribution during the following expansion was
monitored by in-situ imaging along the vertical axis of
the cloud, thereby integrating over any vertical dynamics.
Absorption images of the resulting dynamics are shown
in Fig. 2 for the case of non-interacting particles and in
Fig. 3 for various interactions.

For a quantitative analysis (Fig. 2k and 4) (see SI
E&F), vertical tunneling of the atoms during the ex-
pansion was additionally suppressed by increasing the
depth of the vertical lattice to 20Er, thereby realizing
several layers of independent two-dimensional Hubbard
models. All quantitative analysis were performed using
phase-contrast images.

V. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

A. Experimental sequence

The experiment starts with the preparation of a band-
insulating state of a balanced spin mixture of fermionic
potassium 40K, as described in previous work [10]:
Through evaporative cooling in a red-detuned crossed
dipole trap a quantum degenerate mixture of the two
lowest hyperfine states of potassium was reached with
atom numbers of N = 1−1.5× 105 atoms per spin state
at a temperature of T/TF = 0.13(2), where TF denotes
the Fermi temperature in the harmonic trap. The trap-
ping frequencies of the dipole trap were then increased
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to 2π × 100 Hz (2π × 400 Hz) in the horizontal (vertical)
directions.

Dipo
le 
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Lattice

a=0 a0
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FIG. 5. Experimental Sequence. Starting with a degenerate
Fermi gas in the dipole trap a non-interacting band insula-
tor is created. During a freeze-out period the atoms localize
to individual lattice sites and the desired interaction is set
without altering the density distribution. Subsequently the
harmonic confinement is switched off and the cloud expands
in a homogeneous Hubbard model.

Subsequently, a simple-cubic blue-detuned 3D optical
lattice (λ = 738 nm) is ramped up linearly to a depth
of 8Er (1Er = h2/(2mλ2)) in 56 ms while the magnetic
field is held at 209.1 G, which corresponds to vanishing
interactions (see V H). This loading procedure results in a
band-insulating state surrounded by a thin metallic shell
at a compression of Et/12J = 1.8, using units and con-
ventions of [10]. In the next step, the tunneling rate J
is reduced to J = h × 23 Hz by linearly increasing the
lattice depth to 20Er in 200µs, a timescale that is slow
enough to avoid excitations into excited bands, but fast
compared to tunneling within the lowest band. Due to
this reduced tunneling rate the density distribution is es-
sentially frozen out during the following 40 ms magnetic
field ramp (Bfin = 206− 260 G), which sets the interac-
tion for the expansion due to the well known Feshbach
resonance at B0 = 202.1 G [37]. Combined with the
strong harmonic confinement, this leads to a dephasing
between different lattice sites and effectively localizes all
particles to individual sites [38].

In total, this sequence produces a cloud of localized
atoms with a well-known density distribution that is in-
dependent of the interaction between the particles.

The expansion is initiated by lowering the lattice depth
in 200µs to values between 4Er and 15Er while simul-
taneously switching off the harmonic confinement. To
this means, the strength of the dipole trap is reduced by
more than 90%, such that the remaining potential pre-
cisely compensates the anticonfinement produced by the
lattice beams (see Sec. V G).

B. Boltzmann equation

For a theoretical description of the expanding clouds
one needs an approach that can correctly describe both

the diffusive and the ballistic regime. The probably sim-
plest one is the Boltzmann Equation which we employ
together with a version of the relaxation time approxi-
mation that conserves both energy and momentum: It
is constructed to be exact both in the diffusive and the
ballistic regime and is able to provide a decent qualita-
tive (but not quantitative) description of the crossover
regime. Boltzmann equations [39] describe the evolution
of the quasiclassical momentum distribution fq(r, t) as a
function of position and time:

∂tfq + vq∇rfq + F(r)∇qfq = − 1

τ(n)

(
fq − f0q(n)

)
(3)

Here vq = ∇qεq denotes the velocity of the particles
and F(r) describes a force term arising from the inter-
action of the atoms. For the initial condition we take
into account that coherences between neighboring sites
are efficiently destroyed during the preparation of the
initial state, as described in Sec. V A. Therefore we use
fq(r, t = 0) = n(r) where n(r) is the density distribution
of non-interacting fermions with an entropy per particle
of 1.141 kB . This entropy corresponds to an initial tem-
perature of T/TF ≈ 0.125 in the harmonic trap, which is
compatible with the experiment. In the force term, we
use the Hartree approximation, F = −U∇n, where n is
the density per spin, but our numerical results show that
this term is relatively small. In order to obtain the cor-
rect hydrodynamics, the collision term on the right-hand
side of Eq. 3 needs to conserve both particle number and
energy, and to correctly describe the relaxation towards
equilibrium. This is achieved by setting

f0q(n) = 1/(exp[(εq − µ(r, t))/kBT (r, t)] + 1) (4)

where µ(r, t) and T (r, t) are chosen such that both∑
q fq − f0q(n) = 0 and

∑
q εq

(
fq − f0q(n)

)
= 0. The

effective temperatures T (r, t) obtained from this proce-
dure are, for our initial conditions, at least an order of
magnitude larger than the bandwidth. This implies that
energy conservation and the diffusion of energy only play
a minor role in the experiment, as we checked numeri-
cally.

The effective scattering rate 1/τ(n) should be chosen
such that the correct diffusion constant D(n) is obtained.
Unfortunately, we are not aware of any numerical or an-
alytical method to calculate D(n) = τ(n)〈vq

2〉/d for
the two-dimensional Hubbard model, even in the limit
T → ∞, where all thermodynamic properties are ex-
actly known. Note that, for example, dynamical mean
field theory, which successfully describes thermodynamic
properties [10], should not be used to calculate transport
properties quantitatively, as it neglects vertex corrections
that are quantitatively important even for T →∞.

We therefore calculate the diffusion constant pertur-
batively to leading order in the interaction. This can be
done by computing the conductivity σ from the transla-
tionally invariant Boltzmann equation [39], using the full
collision term with golden-rule transition rates. Subse-
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FIG. 6. Transport scattering rates as a function of den-
sity for different temperatures. Note that the transport
scattering rate (in contrast to the single-particle scattering
rate) becomes exponentially small in the low-density, low-
temperature regime where Umklapp scattering is suppressed.

quently, one can obtain D(n) and τ(n) from the Einstein
relation D = σ∂µ/∂n.

In order to avoid the solution of a complicated inte-
gral equation, we employ a variational solution of the
Boltzmann equation (see [39] for details) using fq =

f0q − ∂f0q/∂εq
∑
i αic

(i)
q with four variational parameters

αi, and c
(1)
q = vxq, c

(2)
q = εqv

x
q, c

(3)
q = qx, c

(4)
q =

(π/a − qx) mod 2π/a. Here c(1) and c(2) are chosen to
enable the calculation of both thermal and charge diffu-
sion constant as well as the cross terms. The remaining
terms, c(3) and c(4), on the other hand, are essential to
correctly describe the low temperature limit: For a low
density of particles or holes, the conductivity, and there-
fore the diffusion constant, grows exponentially for low
T due to an exponential suppression of Umklapp scat-
tering processes [39]. Since we determine 1/τ(n) such
that we recover the correct diffusion constant, this effect
is fully included. Note that it is not captured by a more
conventional version of the relaxation time approxima-
tion [39], which neglects vertex correction and identifies
1/τ(n) with a single-particle relaxation rate instead of a
transport scattering rate. Although the variational ap-
proach only gives a lower bound for the diffusion con-
stant, we expect it to be accurate within a few percent
for small interactions, as we have checked by reducing
the number of variational parameters. The density de-
pendence of the resulting scattering rate is shown in Fig.
6 for various temperatures. For E = 0 or, equivalently,
T → ∞ we obtain 1/τ(n,E = 0) ≈ 0.609n(1 − n)U2/J .
To solve the resulting Boltzmann equation (Eq. 3), a sim-
ple Runge-Kutta integration is used, discretizing both
the position and momentum variable.

For all quantitative comparisons with the experimental
results we also take into account the necessity to aver-
age over a stack of independent two-dimensional systems
with different atom numbers. This averaging, however,
changes the result only slightly since the main contribu-

tions arise from the central layers.
All qualitative features seen in the experiment are well

reproduced by the numerical results using the Boltzmann
equation. Fig. 4 in the main text shows that the nu-
merical simulations describe the drastic collapse of the
expansion velocities and the shrinking of the core width
for strong interactions also semi-quantitatively. Quan-
titative discrepancies between experiment and numerics
probably arise both because the leading order perturba-
tion theory is not valid for U & J and because the relax-
ation time approximation breaks down in the crossover
region from diffusive to ballistic behavior, where the col-
liding atoms are far from thermal equilibrium.

C. Negative Temperatures

For finite interaction strength and densities, the fre-
quent collisions between the atoms ensure them to stay
close to local thermal equilibrium and allow for the def-
inition of a local temperature T (r, t), which, in contrast
to a system in global equilibrium, will depend on the po-
sition r within the cloud. In the Boltzmann calculation
(see above), T (r, t) is given by the temperature of a ho-
mogeneous reference ensemble in equilibrium at the same
particle (n(r, t)) and energy density (e(r, t)).
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FIG. 7. Inverse temperature (blue) and density (red) distri-
bution for a diagonal cut through the cloud after an expansion
of τ = 50 ~/J for various interactions.

As is shown in figure 7, the local inverse temperature
β = 1/T depends strongly on the interaction strength:
It vanishes in the non-interacting case (β = 0, T = ∞)
and also shows the expected U ↔ −U symmetry: β+U =
−β−U < 0.
Assuming local thermalization, the observed U ↔ −U
symmetry (see Fig. 3&4 in main text) directly implies
negative temperatures for repulsive interactions at long
expansion times.

D. Dynamical U ↔ −U symmetry of the Hubbard
model

The observed U ↔ −U symmetry arises from the
high symmetry of the tight binding dispersion Eq =

−2J
∑
i cos(qi

λ
2 ) as can be understood by considering
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a single momentum component, say ~qx, whose disper-
sion and group velocity distribution are plotted in Fig.
4b in the main text. The maximum group velocity

vmax = max( 1
~
∂Eq
∂qx

) corresponds to the state with quasi-

momentum ~qx = 1/2 ~π/alat and energy Eq = 0, in
the middle between the center and the edge of the Bril-
louin zone. For Bloch waves with finite energy, either
positive or negative, the group velocity decreases sym-
metrically around this point. Intuitively speaking, the
observed symmetry with respect to the change of the
sign of U can be understood as follows: Attractive inter-
actions reduce the kinetic energy of the particles, which
slows them down. Repulsive interactions increase their
kinetic energy which, surprisingly, slows them down as
well.

In the following we will turn this qualitative argument
into a rigorous theorem:

We consider a coherent dynamical evolution arising
from two Hubbard-type Hamiltonians that differ only in
the sign of the interaction term:

Ĥ± = −J
∑
〈ij〉σ

ĉ†iσ ĉjσ ± U
∑
i

n̂i↑n̂i↓ (5)

In addition, we define two symmetry operations: The
time reversal operator R̂t and the π-boost operator B̂Q,
which translates all quasi-momenta by ~Q = ~(π, π, π)×
1
alat

. Applying the time reversal operator turns the wave-

function into its complex conjugate [40] or, equivalently,
modifies the time evolution operator:

R̂te
−iĤtR̂†t = eiĤt (6)

The action of the π-boost operator is given in second
quantized notations in quasi-momentum space by

B̂QĉpB̂Q = ĉp+Q (7)

or, in real space:

B̂QĉjB̂Q = eiQrj ĉj (8)

The Boost operator assigns an additional position-
dependent phase eiQr to every Wannier state.

We now formulate the following general theorem:

If the experimentally measured quantity Ô is invariant
under both time reversal and π-boost, and the initial state
|Ψ0〉 is time reversal invariant and only acquires a global

phase factor under the boost transformation (B̂Q |Ψ0〉 =
eiχ |Ψ0〉, χ ∈ R), then the observed time evolutions

〈Ô(t)〉± = 〈Ψ0|eiĤ±tÔe−iĤ±t|Ψ0〉 (9)

are identical: 〈Ô(t)〉+ = 〈Ô(t)〉−.

In order to prove the above symmetry theorem we first
observe that

〈Ô(t)〉+ = 〈Ψ0|R̂†t R̂teiĤ+tR̂†t R̂tÔR̂
†
t R̂te

−iĤ+tR̂†t R̂t|Ψ0〉

= 〈Ψ0|e−iĤ+tÔeiĤ+t|Ψ0〉 (10)

The last equation follows from the definition of time re-

versal invariance, R̂t|Ψ0〉 = |Ψ0〉 and R̂tÔR̂
†
t = Ô, and

from the unitarity property R̂†t R̂t = 1. Note that equa-
tion (10) corresponds to the symmetry of time evolutions

for Ĥ → −Ĥ, which has been discussed previously in Ref-
erences [41, 42].

From the definition of the π-boost we get:

B̂QĤ±B̂Q = −J
∑
〈ij〉σ

B̂Qĉ
†
iσB̂

2
QĉjσB̂Q (11)

±U
∑
i

B̂Qn̂i↑B̂
2
Qn̂i↓B̂Q

= +J
∑
〈ij〉σ

ĉ†iσ ĉjσ ± U
∑
i

n̂i↑n̂i↓

= −Ĥ∓ (12)

Here we used the unitarity of the boost operator B̂2
Q = 1

and the transformation behavior of the density operator

B̂Qn̂ilB̂Q = B̂Qĉ
†
ilB̂

2
QĉilB̂Q = n̂il. With this we can

continue equation (10):

〈Ô(t)〉+ = 〈Ψ0|B̂2
Qe
−iĤ+tB̂2

QÔB̂
2
Qe

iĤ+tB̂2
Q|Ψ0〉

= 〈Ψ0|B̂Qe+iĤ−tÔe−iĤ−tB̂Q|Ψ0〉

= 〈Ψ0|e−iχe+iĤ−tÔe−iĤ−teiχ|Ψ0〉
= 〈Ô(t)〉−e−iχeiχ

= 〈Ô(t)〉− (13)

In the last equation we used the π-boost invariance of
the observable B̂QÔB̂Q = Ô, the required transformation

behavior of the initial state B̂Q |Ψ0〉 = eiχ |Ψ0〉, and the

unitarity of the boost operator B̂2
Q = 1. �

The initial state given in the experiment can be written
as an incoherent mixture of states of the form:

|Ψmb〉 =

n∏
i=1

ĉ†ri |vac〉 (14)

This state describes n particles localized at the positions
ri and transforms under B̂Q according to:

B̂Q |Ψmb〉 = B̂Q

n∏
i=1

ĉ†ri |vac〉

= B̂Q ĉ
†
r1 B̂

2
Q ĉ
†
r2 B̂

2
Q ĉ
†
r3 B̂

2
Q · · · ĉ†rn B̂

2
Q |vac〉

= eiQr1 ĉ†r1 e
iQr2 ĉ†r2 e

iQr3 ĉ†r3 · · · e
iQrn ĉ†rn |vac〉

=
∏
i

eiQri |Ψmb〉

= eiQ
∑
i ri |Ψmb〉 (15)

On the second line we used B̂2
Q = 1 and on the third line

we used B̂Q |vac〉 = |vac〉.
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An according calculation with R̂t results in R̂t |Ψ〉 =
|Ψ〉. This shows that a many-body state of the form of
eqn. 14 fulfills the requirements of the above symmetry
theorem. The extension to the mixed state used in the
experiment is straightforward. From the definition of a
general density matrix ρ =

∑
j pj |Ψj〉〈Ψj | we get:

〈Ô〉ρ = tr[ρÔ] =
∑
j

pj〈Ψj | Ô |Ψj〉 (16)

and see that the theorem also holds for mixed states, as
it holds for every term in the sum.

The experimental observable is the density distribu-

tion n̂(rj) =
∑
σ ĉ
†
jσ ĉjσ and the initial state consists of

atoms that are completely localized to individual lattice
sites (cf. sec. V A). Because both the initial state and the
measured operator fulfill the requirements of the sym-
metry theorem, we are guaranteed to find the described
U ↔ −U symmetry in the dynamics for all interaction
strengths.

Since the bi-partite character of the lattice is crucial to
the proof of the theorem, this symmetry can be expected
to be broken in lattices without the bi-partite structure,
such as a triangular lattice.

E. Image processing and fitting

1. Non-interacting case

In the non-interacting case the perpendicular cloud size√
〈r2〉 is extracted from in-situ phase-contrast images us-

ing a 2D Gaussian fit:

G(x, y) = Ae
− (x−xc)2

2σ2x
− (y−yc)2

2σ2y + b (17)

Here xc, yc, σx, σy, A, b are free fit parameters and the

perpendicular cloud size is given by
√
〈r2〉 = RG =√

σ2
x + σ2

y − w2, where w denotes the imaging resolution

(radius of Airy disc w < 3µm) of our imaging setup.
The corresponding single-particle width Rsp(t) is cal-

culated by deconvolving RG(t) with the initial width

RG(0): Rsp(t) =
√
RG(t)2 −RG(0)2. An example of the

expanded single-particle width is shown in Fig. 2 in the
main text and agrees well with the linear slope expected
for a ballistic expansion.

In order to extract the mean expansion velocity vexp
the cloud sizes RG are fitted by:

R(t) =
√
R2

0 + v2expt
2 (18)

2. Interacting case

In the case of interacting atoms the shape of the cloud
changes considerably during the expansion, evolving from

a “compact” Fermi-Dirac like shape (Supporting Online
Material of Ref. [10]) to a “fat tail” distribution, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8 using fits to numerically simulated data.
This leads to considerable systematic errors in the esti-
mation of 〈r2〉 (6= R2

G) in the interacting case. In princi-
ple, such systematic errors could be avoided by determin-
ing

〈
r2
〉

via direct integration, but in the experiment this
is hindered by imaging aberrations and the small signal
to noise ratio in the extreme dilute limit.
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FIG. 8. Numerically calculated density distribution for U/t =
1.2 together with Gaussian fits.

The above change in the shape of the cloud is due to
the density dependent dynamics in the interacting case:
While the expansion remains ballistic in the low density
limit, where the mean free path is larger than the dis-
tance to the cloud edge, the expansion velocity decreases
for higher densities due to the increasing number of col-
lisions. As a consequence, 〈r2〉 will be dominated by the
ballistically expanding outermost atoms for long expan-
sion times.

In order to focus on the core dynamics we instead use
the core width Rc, which denotes the half width at half
maximum (HWHM) of the azimuthally averaged column
density distribution, where each distribution is individ-
ually normalized. These core widths are shown in Fig.
9 and are fitted by the same fit function as in the non-
interacting case

Rc(t) =
√
Rc(0)2 + v2c t

2 (19)

and the resulting core expansion velocities vc are shown
in Fig. 5 in the main text.

F. Expansion velocities of non-interacting atoms in
2D

In the absence of collisions and additional potentials
the Hubbard Hamiltonian consists only of the hopping
term, which describes the tunneling of a particle from
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FIG. 9. Core widths Rc as a function of expansion time for
various interactions in an 8Er deep lattice in the 2D case.
Blue lines denote the fits used to extract the core expansion
velocities (Eq. 19)

one lattice site to a neighboring site with a rate J/~ (σ:
spin):

Ĥ = −J
∑
〈i,j〉,σ

ĉ†i,σ ĉj,σ (20)

The initially localized atoms expand ballistically with
a mean squared velocity v2exp = 〈v2

q〉, which is given

by the mean squared group velocity vq = 1
~
∂E
∂q of all

Bloch waves. Here ~q denotes the quasi-momentum and
E(q) = −2J

∑
i cos(qialat) the dispersion relation in the

lowest band. For particles that are initially localized
to single lattice sites, the mean expansion velocity is
vexp =

√
2d J~alat (d: dimension). This quantum me-

chanical prediction agrees very well with the extracted
mean expansion velocity (see Fig. 10) for various lattice
depths, thereby verifying that the tunneling rate J is the
only energy scale left in the problem.

G. Canceling the harmonic confinement

Figure 11 shows the cloud sizes RG(t) of an expanding
non-interacting cloud in an 8Er deep quasi 2D lattice
as a function of the dipole laser power during the ex-
pansion. The red line denotes a fit with the expected
dynamics (Eq. 18) to the first 20 ms. While the initial
expansion velocity depends only slightly on the residual
confinement, it completely dominates the size after long
expansion times.
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FIG. 10. Mean expansion velocity for different tunneling J .
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2D: vexp = 2 J

~ alat. Statistical fit errors are comparable to
symbol size.
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FIG. 11. Expansion of non-interacting atoms as a function of
dipole beam power p (a.u.) in an 8Er lattice.

The largest cloud sizes are reached if the confinement
created by the dipole trap precisely compensates the an-
ticonfinement due to the lattice. This situation corre-
sponds to dipole powers between p = 2/3 and p = 1
in Fig. 11. Both an over- and an under-compensation
lead to deviations from the expected ballistic behavior
and limit the cloud size by either classical reflections or
Bragg reflections of the expanding atoms.

In the well-compensated case the leading correction to
the homogeneous Hubbard model arises from the fact
that the hopping rate in any given direction becomes
larger when an atom is not in the center of the corre-
sponding laser beam any more. This effect can easily
be described quantitatively by modeling the experimen-
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tal laser profiles. For a distance of 100 lattice constants
from the center, the hopping rate increases by about 25%.
Figure 12 shows the resulting density profiles in the non-
interacting case, which reproduce all features of Fig. 2 of
the main text.

In the interacting case the clouds remain much smaller
and these effects can completely be neglected.

In the 2D case the vertical lattice is kept at a lattice
depth of Vv = 20Er, which corresponds to a (resonant)
tunneling rate of Jv = h × 22 Hz. While the resulting
timescale τ = ~/Jv ≈ 7 ms for resonant tunneling is
shorter then the used expansion times, gravity provides
a strong potential in the vertical direction and leads to
Bloch oscillation whose amplitude 2J/mg � λ/2 is much
smaller than the lattice constant, thereby isolating the
individual 2D systems.

t=50 ℏ/J t=75 ℏ/J

t=25 ℏ/Jt=0 ℏ/Jt=0ℏ/J t=25ℏ/J

x
y

FIG. 12. Simulated column density distribution for the non-
interacting expansion including the finite size of the lattice
beams.

H. Width of Feshbach resonance

The interaction strength during the expansion is con-
trolled by use of the well-known Feshbach resonance at
B0 = 202.1 G between the two lowest hyperfine states
|F ,mF 〉 = |9/2,−9/2〉 and |9/2,−7/2〉 [37]. Compared
to previous dipole trap experiments, the dynamics in
the lattice are much more sensitive to small scatter-
ing lengths, since the strongly reduced kinetic energy
of atoms in a lattice enhances the role of interactions.
The observed pronounced dependence on small interac-
tions (Fig. 4 in main text) enabled us to remeasure the
zero crossing of the scattering length, which we found to
be at B(a = 0) = 209.1 ± 0.2 G. Using the standard
parametrization of the (free space) Feshbach resonances

a(B) = abg

(
1− w

B −B0

)
(21)

this zero crossing leads to a new width of

w = 7.0± 0.2 G (22)

compared to the previous dipole trap measurement of
wdipole = 7.8± 0.6 G [43]. In addition to the pronounced
dependence of the slope, only the expansion at the newly
assigned zero crossing matches that of a single component
Fermi gas under the same conditions and leads to the
square shape expected for non-interacting atoms. The
remaining uncertainty in the position of the zero cross-
ing is dominated by uncertainties in the magnetic field
calibration.
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FIG. 13. Measured doublon dissolution times. The black line
is an exponential fit and serves as guide to the eye.

I. Doublon dissolution time

Both for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of
our results, we assume the relaxation of the system to
local equilibrium. For very strong attractive or repul-
sive interactions |U | � J , however, doubly occupied sites
(doublons) only decay very slowly [5, 44, 45] as the miss-
ing or excess energy of order U cannot easily be trans-
ferred to other particles.

An important question is whether the rate with which
the diffusive core melts is determined by the decay time
of individual doublons or whether the latter is fast com-
pared to the former. The number of atoms on doubly
occupied lattice sites is measured by converting all dou-
blons into molecules. This is achieved by first increas-
ing the lattice depth to 20Er in 200µs, followed by a
magnetic field ramp (5 G/ms) over the Feshbach reso-
nance [10]. The resulting doublon numbers are fitted by
a simple exponential decay. The resulting doublon dis-
solution times (Fig. 13) are about an order of magnitude
larger than the decay time of excess doublons measured
recently in a half filled situation [5] in 3D at comparable
interactions. Furthermore, they match very well the typi-
cal timescales for melting of the diffusive core of the cloud
observed within our numerical simulations. We therefore
conclude that for the parameters used in our experiment
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the doubly occupied sites remain in local equilibrium in the diffusive regime.
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